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period when people addressed each other by proper names during the late 1800s This was a period after the Civil War 
and our country was expanding its territories to the West There were trains to travel in but most people still depended 
on horses to travel This story takes place in Connecticut during the late win The first book in the Seasons of the Heart 
series is set in Connecticut in 1888 the year of what historians call ldquo The White Hurricane rdquo The story reveals 
the power of God rsquo s love to change lives and heal hearts Summer Dream tells of a young couple rsquo s love for 
each other and the obstacles that stand in their path of happiness Until Nathan Reed resolves his anger with God and 
his family he has no hopes of courting Rachel Winston the minis From the Inside Flap The first book in the Seasons of 
the Heart series is set in Connecticut in 1888 the year of what historians call The White Hurricane The story reveals 
the power of God s love to change lives and heal hearts Summer Dream tells of a young 
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